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Riverine corridors and wetlands in arid regions are anung the most important ecosystems for sustaining native wildlife species (Carothers 1977 . Skagen
et al . 1998, Sanders and Edge 1998) . providing critical habitat to the majority of
threatened and endangered plants and animals (Master et al . 1998) in addition
to creating enormous recreational and ecosystem function values for society .
At the same line, these ecosystems have been greatly altered and degraded by
water diversion and regulation, agricultural practices, land development, and
various forms of pollution (Allan and Flecker 1993) . Still . even modified river
systems provide some functional riparian ecosystem and Wildlife values (Moyle
1995, Anderson 1995) . however, these remaining systems are further end ;utgcred by on-going invasions of non-indigenous or "exotic" plants and animals
(Dudley and Collins 1995, Wilcove and Bean 1994, Allan and Fleeker 1193) .
Ironically, setting aside such areas to let "nature to lake its course'' without
active management ol'invasive species is likely to result in further loss ofclec •l ining species and a waste of efforts to protect them in (he first place .
The invasion by sahcedar . tamarisk (7inn(tri.v spp .), an exotic shrub of
small tree front the Old World, may he one ol'the worst ecological disasters

Analyzing the Indirect and Cumulative Impacts of Federal Agency
Permitting Actions and Approval Decisions :
A Common Sense Approach to Improve the NEPA Process . . . . 425
Fred R. Wagner and Brenda Mallory

In

befall western U .S . riparian ecosystems . Saltcedar has displaced or replaced
native plant communities, degraded wildlife habitat and may have majorly con-
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tributed to the decline of many native species, particularly several now-threatened or endangered species (DeLoach and Tracy 1997, Lovich and DeGouvenain
1998), including', the southwestern subspecies of willow flycatcher(E
in pidawx
traillii exlinws) (U .S . Fish and Wildlife Service 1995) .
/
Conventional controls for saltcedar using mechanical removaI and chemical treatments have henefitted native species in numerous locations (e .g .,
Barrows 1998, Inglis et al . 1996)
. While effective in limited and readily accessible
areas, these methods are expensive and labor intensive

. they often harm nontarget species, and they are inadequate for treating remote and inaccessible
infestations that serve as sources of" new propagules .
Another tool to help
reduce infestations of environmental weeds is classical biological control

Thus, the goals of this paper are to describe briefly the nature of impacts
that saltcedar has to riparian ecosystems and how human impacts relate to this
meat
invasion, to review our expectations for a biological control prugr .un to au
traditional control efforts, to gauge the potential Iitr native vegetation re-establishment following reduction in tamarisk, and to evaluate the realistic risk that
. In doing so, we wish to
biological control agents pose to the willow flycatcher
consider the implications of single-species management Iitr society's broader
goal to protect and enhance endangered natural ecosystems .

Saltcedar in North America

(Hul'faker 1957, Julien and Griffiths 1999, McFadyen 1998), in which spcciali

::t
herbivores that feed on saltcedar in its native en vironmcnl may be imported to
help repress pest populations (Tracy and DeLoach 1999, DeLoach el aI
. 1996 in
press)
. The apparent competitive advantage That saltcedar has over the native
cottonwood/willow vegetation may be partly related to the lack of herbivores in
its new range, and we anticipate [hat introducing the same consumer stresses
that native plants must tolerate could help counter this advantage .
Of the three
insects approved for importation into quarantine in the U .S .,
the leaf beetle
(Ch rysonteIi(lae : Diorhubda elongala)
has received USDA Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service (1999) approval for release to fight saltcedar infesta-

tions after a decade of pre-release testing . D . elongala is currently present in
cages at eight sites in six western states to evaluate survival and effectiveness
under field conditions prior to general release (Gould 1999) . Biological control
may he attractive in these remote and widely dispersed ecosystems, because it
theoretically provides a non-polluting and inexpensive method for reducing the
abundance of saltcedar without harming the native plant or animal coin niunities .
However, recently several serious concerns have arisen regarding the
saltcedar biological control program (Malakoff 1999, DeLoach et al
. in press).
These include fears that : ( I) released insects will damage non-target plants of
environmental or economic concern, hence becoming problem invaders themselves
; (2) saltcedar may be providing ecological or economic benefits that
should not be risked ; (3) saltcedar control will be wholesale and rapid, allowing
inadequate time for native vegetation recovery to support wildlife in the interim ;
and (4) the systems where saltcedar is present have been so altered that native
vegetation can no longer recover or survive .
Most problematic have been the
repeated delays in the hiocontrol program because saltcedar has been shown to
provide nesting habitat for a substantial number of southwestern willow
flycatchers (Sierra et al
. 1997) and under the Endangered Species Act the U .S .
Fish and Wildlife Service must consider any potential loss of'endangered species "habitat" as a possible "taking ."
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Origin and Sysfematics
The genus Tunwri .v, comprised of 54 species, is only native in the Old

. another in the
World, with one major center of speciation in central Asia and
and
two
other
small
Asian genTantari.v
eastern Mediterranean (Baum 1978) .
. Tantari .v
constitute
the
family
Taniaricaceae
era, Mvricaria and Reaunruria,
is an ancient genus in Asia that is taxonomically isolated from other plant fami-

Tunwrix were introduced into the U .S .
They were widely planted as
1989) beginning in 1823 .
in the West they were also planted as windbreaks and for
Most species are only
(Brotherson and Von Winkel 1986) .
.
including several in the Southeast However, one species

lies (Baum 1978) . Some 10 species of
(Baum 1967, Crins
ornamentals, while
soil stabilization
weakly naturalized,

from central Asia (eastern Turkey to western China), spread

T ranwsissinta
explosively after the late 1920s, and by 1970 it occupied large areas of prime
river tloodplains and lakeshores in the western United States (Robinson 1965,

is now invading
Horton 1977) . Another species of saltcedar, T parri/1ora,
a
very large, nonapbvlla),
.
Athel
(T
coastal and central areas of California
cold tolerant, evergreen tree, is widely but not abundantly used as ornamentals
and windbreaks in the southwestern United States and northern Mexico
. Athel is not, or is only minimally, invasive in North America,
(DiTomaso 1998)
but it has become very invasive and damaging in central Australia (Griffin et al .

ramosissinta and T part'i/lora are current targets for biological
control in the United States .
The Tamaricaceae, together with the only other closely related family, the

1989) . Only T

Frankeniaceae, are generally placed in the order Tamaricales (Spichiger and

Savolainen 1997) . Frankenia is a more widespread genus, native in Asia,
Australia and South America . Six Frankenia species are native in the southjohnsionii,
F, is endangered (Whalen
western U .S . and Mexico, one of which,
. Williamson, Southwest
1987) but is likely to be delisted based on recent data (P
: 1999) .
Texas State University, personal communication
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Ecology and Impacts of Saltcedar
Native Plant Communities

The natural Iloodplain vegetation along many of the streams in the arid
southwestern U .S . was comprised of gallery forests of cottonwoods (I'optt/tts
spp .) and willows (S'alix spp .) ; thickets of screwbean mesquite (Prosopi .v
pubescens), seepwillow baccharis (l3ctcchoris salicifolio), arrowweed
(P/ttc/tea sericect), quailbush (Atriplev lenti%(rmis), and seepweed (Suaed(i
occidenta/is) ; and low woodlands of mesquite (Prosopis ,r'lwtdtdosa and P
rehaina) (Grinnell 1914) . These areas were in dynamic equilibrium, in which
semi-predictable natural disturbances maintained the vegetation in an early successional state (Fisher 1990) . The native plants and animals are adapted to
those conditions and, in fact, depend upon flood disturbance to maintain diverse
structure, age classes and community composition, as well as to facilitate seed
deposition and germination (Puff et al . 1997) .
By the 1950s, saltcedar occupied most western riparian areas along major
streams from the central Great Plains to the Pacific and from northern Mexico
to southern Montana . Major infestations have replaced up to 50 percent, and
often nearly 100 percent, of the native vegetation along large areas of many of
the major streams within its distribution (Horton and Campbell 1974) . Accounts
have decribed the demise of the cottonwood forests along the lower Colorado
River-from the original 5,000 to 10,000 acres to the 500 acres that remained
by 1972 (Ohmart et al . 1977, Turner 1974) . In fact, saltcedar occupied 900,000
acres by the mid-1960s (Robinson 1965) . Areal coverage estimates vary widely,
but today saltcedar today probably occupies more than 1 .5 w .~ : . in acres
(Brotherson and Field 1987), including 29,000 acres on 33 western national
wildlife refuges (Stenquist 1996) .
Anthropogenic habitat alteration certainly played a role in promoting this
expansion (Everitt 1980, Anderson 1995, Brotherson and Field 1987), but the
plant also continues to spread in relatively undisturbed tributaries, smaller streams
and around desert springs throughout the West (Denser 1997, Lovich and
DeGouvenain 1998, Barrows 1998, Tracy and DeLoach 1999) . Ohmart et al .
(1977) questioned whether the native plants could have withstood the saltcedar
invasion even without water regulation . Turner (1974) demonstrated that
saltcedar replaced the native species on the middle Gila River without dam
effects .
Wildlife Impacts

Wildlife habitat has been seriously degraded in many saltcedar infested
areas, both because of the loss of habitat complexity and quality . The abun-
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(lance of all birds found in saltcedar on the lowe - Colorado was only 39 percent
of- the levels in native vegetation during the winter and 68 percent the rest of the
year ; the number of bird species found in saltcedar was less than half that in
native vegetation (luring the winter (Anderson et al . 1977) . Saltcellar was the
most important negatively correlated variable identified with bird populations
(Anderson and Ohmarl 198-I) . Frugivores, granivorcs and cavity dweller, (woodpeckers, bluebirds and others) are absent, and insectivores are reduced in
saltcedar stands (Cohan el al . 1979) . Seven bird species, including Arizona
Bell's vireo (Vireo be//ii arizoncte), Gila woodpecker (Centurus uropvr,'ma/is),
gilded northern flicker(Co/apie .v(/n'soides), vermilion flycatcher(P_wncephaltes
rubirtus), summer tanager (Piran,4a rubra), western yellow-billed cuckoo
(Coccv ;.tts ctutericctnus), and elf owl (Micrathene n •/tinuevi), arc in serious
decline along the lower Colorado River and the Sonoran yellow warbler
(Denclraica petecltia) and southwestern willow flycatcher have been extirpated from the area (Hunter 1984) . Only 2 percent ofthe yellow-billed cuckoos
were found in saltcedar, 0 percent of Bell's vireos, 2 percent of summer tanagers, and 8 percent of the yellow-breasted chats (Icterio vircvts) (Hunter et al .
1985) . At Camp Cady in Southern California, the bird population was only 49
percent as great in saltcedar as in cottonwood/willow/mesquite (Schroeder 1993) .
Bird preference for saltceda r was much lower than for native vegetation along
the middle Rio Grande, Texas (Engef-Wilson and Ohma rt 1978) and somewhat
lower on the middle Pecos River (Hildebrandt and Ohmart 1982) . Few birds
were attracted to dense, monocultural stands ofsaltcedar, but the inclusion of
some native trees, especially cottonwoods, willows or mesquites, greatly enhanced the attractiveness to birds (Engel-Wilson and Ohniart 1978, Hildebrandt
and Ohmart 1982) . The cottonwood/willow vegetation type is criti -al to a vast
number of avian species, not only those nesting in it but also larger numbers
under tight resource demand which depend upon associated food resources
during migrations through these areas (Skagen et al . 1998) .
Some species do nest regularly in saltcedar-dominated patches, such as
the white-winged dove (Zenaida (tsiaticct), Mississippi kite (lctinia
nussissippiensis), black-chinned hummingbirds (Archilochus ale.vanc/ri) and
various passerine birds (Glinske and Ohmart 1983, Rosenberg et al . 1991, Brown
1992) . Nonetheless, even in its natural range, Tantorix is apparently not a particularly valuable vegetation type for avian wildlife (Brooke 1982, Lovich and
DeGouvenain 1998) .
One reason for the poor quality of saltcedar as bird habitat in North America
is its relatively depauperate associated insect assemblage . Few native insects
feed directly upon it (Liesner 1971), and the most common herbivore across its
American range is an accidentally introduced leafhopper (Op .vius stacvogctlus)
(Liesner 1971, Stevens 1985) . The one exception is the Apache cicada
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(Dieeroprocta (1pache)

whose nymphs feed on the roots ol , col(onwoods, wil-

insects required by insectivores . Of additional critical concern is the high sus-

lows and also saltcedar • (Glinski and Ohmart 1984) . Insect biodiversity is also

ceptibility ol'sallcedar is to wildfire, particularly as its densities increase, which

typically much higher on native plants like coyote willow than on saltceelar,

poses increasingly serious threats to all the remaining wildlife that occupies

although in one case insect abundance (mostly lealhoppers and Apache cicada)

infested habitats . For example, a recent fire in the Sallon Sea National Wildlife
Refuge was fueled partly by saltcellar, and diminished the cattail-hullrush hahi-

was greater on saltcedar . Numerous insects, including European honeybees ,
use saltcedar nectar and pollen and act as pollinator :~ but do not otherwise feed
on the plant .

tat for the endangered Yuma clapper rail (Ral/us lon,e ;irosn •i.c wtntanrnsis) .
In other regions threats to T&E species are similar, site[) as in the central

Populations of Iurbearers and small rodents also are lower in saltcedar

Great Plains where saltcellar has overgrown the gravel bars alone streams .

than in other vegetation types on the Rio Grande of western Texas (EngelPr lson and Ohmart 1978) and on the Pecos of New Mexico (f -lildebrandt and
Ohmart 1982) . On the Rio Grande ol'western Texas, saltcedar wetlands ranked

natillarain), and the bald eagle (1/aliucetus /euc •o reph(1/us) (deli sled .IuIy 1999)

fourth and saltcedar sixth in the number of small rodents caueht, among seven
vegetative types sampled (Engel-Wilson and Ohmart 1978) . In 13ig Bend National Park, Ord's kangaroo rat and beavers have been nearly eliminated be-

preempting this essential nesting habitat of the interior least tern (Sterna
has been Harmed by the great reduction in the large cottonwoods that are one of,
its preferred nest Trees (Anonymous 1195, DeLoach and Tracy 1997) . Other
species affected include peninsular bighorn sheep (()ris canaclensi .v
c •rennuthates), Concho water snake (Nerodia pmu •w tuc •u lata) which is found

cause of the saltcedar invasion (Boeer and Schmidly 1977) . On the middle Rio
Grande, saltcedar types ranked 9th, 15th and I6th among 25 community-strue-

only in the Concho and Colorado rivers of' western Texas, western pond turtle

tural types in numbers of small mammals trapped (Flink and Ohmarl 1984) .

(13atrac •h oseps aridos) in the Mojave River and elsewhere (Lovich and

Along the Gila River near Florence, Arizona Jakle and Gatz (1985) [rapped
three to five times as many lizards, snakes and Frogs in native vegetation types

DeGouvenain 1998, Lovich et al . 1994) . The habitat ol'34 regionally listed fish
species is seriously degraded by reduced water levels, nwdil'ied channel mor-

than in saltcedar . Saltcedar dried up springs and small streams thus forcing

phology, silted backwaters, altered water temperature, and probably by reduced

wildlife to flee or die in Death Valley (Rowlands 1989) . Many desert fish species may be adversely affected by the narrower, deeper and more homogenous

and modified food resources . Examples of saltcedar degradation of endangered f an habitats indoor,, the loss ufshaliow sandbar habitat for tile Rio Grande

stream habitats and by the reduction in numbers and types of food insects caused
by (he saltcedar invasion (Graf 1978, Blackburn Ct al . 1982, Schoenherr 1988,

silvery minnow (Hvpognathus arn(n •us), loss of critical low velocity nursery
habitat for the Colorado squawfish (P.IVocheilus /tutus), and reduction in spring

Bestgcn and Platainia 1991) .

At Ash Meadows National Wildlife Refuge,

water levels for the desert pupl'ish (C'prinodon ntaculari:v) . On the other

Nevada, T. Kennedy (Unpublished data) linuuf that the endangered Ash Mead-

hand, the _juveniles of one endangered fish, the humpback chub (Gila cYpha),

ows speckled dace

(Rhinic•h thys osculus nevadensis)

(C/etnnnvs marnrorata) and the endangered desert slender salamander

benefitted from experi-

are using saltcedar debris for cover in the Grand Canyon, however this reflects

mental saltcedar removal, and is testing the hypothesis that reduced population

the low abundance of native vegetation on this modified river (Converse et al .

size is caused by the saltcedar litter being unsuitable for production of the aquatic

1998) . The proposed threatened Pecos Sunflower (Helianthus parado .t-us) is
threatened by saltcedar encroachment into its habitat (B . Radke personal com-

insects the dace needs .
From a list provided by the U .S . Fish and Wildlife Service's (FWS) Region

munication : 1998, Tracy and DeLoach 1999) .

2 (Albuquerque), DeLoach and Tracy (1997) reviewed some 5 I threatened or
endangered (T&E) species, or proposed T&E species, that occupy western

Other Problems

riparian areas infested by saltcedar .

Stream channel mortification.

These included 2 mammals, 6 birds, 2

Dense thickets of saltcedar along streams

reptiles, 2 amphibians, 34 fish, I arthropod, and 4 plants . Of the 51 T&E species, 40 were concluded to he negatively affected by saltceelar invasion . Sev-

cause increased sedimentation, bank aggradation, narrowing and deepening of
channels, filling in ol'backwaIcrs, modifications oreIiminaIion oI*61 , 11e structure,

eral of these 'I'&L' species may utilize saltcedar to sonic extent, but not to a

overgrowth of sand and gravel bars, and changes in turbidity and temperature

degree that would make it appear important to them or as valuable as the native
vegetation it has replaced (Anonymous 1995) . As saltcedar dominance increases and the native plants decrease, populations of these wildlife species are

of the water. Channels sometimes are completely blocked with debris and
overbank flooding is more severe (Busby and Schuster 1971, Burkham 1972,

likely to decrease for lack of resources, including the type and quantities of

Human resources. Saltcedar substantially reduces recreational usage of parks,
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national wildlife refuges and other riparian areas for camping, hunting and fishing, boating, birdwatching and wildlife photography (Kunzmann et al . 1989,
DeLoach 1991) . This occurs not only because saltcedar causes declines in
many desirable species but also because saltcedar creates nearly impenet -able
stands that block access tt1c Ihcr habitats, ii drips
I brine in humid Inoiliings, and
it accumulates dust . It reduces the livestock stocking capacity by displacing
forage grasses, by using ground water or irrigation water that otherwise could
be available to grow forage or crop plants, by increasing soil salinity, and by
increasing the incidence of fires . Also, it has a low palatability to livestock and
is inferior to native cottonwood/willow for resting or loafing areas during the
sumiiiel -.
t

flow Does .Saltcedar Invade Desert Riparian Areas?
A variety of physiological and ecological traits allow saltcedar to establish
successfully and, Under certain conditions, to outcompete native riparian vegetation . It is capable of very rapid growth and can achieve reproductive matu.l e yeah : 'rhlie insect- an, •dI awi .,I_ dlin •r lerl f tow Es and ed-se 1t nr •r •n r
MY - ii
over a long period from late spring through the fall, a single plant producing
more than half million extremely small seeds, which fortunately are only viable
for several weeks (Horton et al . 1960, Warren and Turner 1975) . This allows
saltcedar to germinate when conditions are unpredictably favorable, whereas
the native plants it replaces are much more constrained in terms ol'when viable
seeds are present (Stromberg 1998) . The seeds are widely distributed by wind
and water, even into remote canyons and inaccessible moist springs, and within
a season dense thickets often arise on bare mud or sand surfaces .
Once dominance is attained, saltcedar appears to modify ecosystem processes and effectively preclude the re-establishment of native species through
natural processes (Smith and Devitt 1996, Cleverly et al . 1997) . Both biotic and
abiotic environmental factors are important in facilitating this establishment and
dominance of saltcedar in western streams, and its presence alters ecosystem
attributes in ways that further contribute to its own success .
Water relations . Saltcedars are facultative phreatophytes, meaning they require direct contact with free groundwater for part of the year but are capable
of utilizing soil water during drier periods (Busch et al . 1992) . Saltcedar uses
great amounts of groundwater in arid regions where availability is critical for
natural ecosystems, agriculture, municipalities and industry (Holton 1976) . The
usage of water by saltcedar has been evaluated by various methods, and best
estimates vary from around 5 .7 acre feet of water lost through evapotranspiration per year in the lowest and hottest areas along the lower Colorado to 3 .2 feet
at higher elevations along the middle Rio Grande in New Mexico (Gatewood et
al . 1950, U .S . Bureau of Reclamation 1973, van I lylckana 1980, Gay and

I'
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Fritschen 1979, Gay 1985, Busch et al . 1992), including measurements in river
channels before and after clearing saltcedar on the Gila (Caller et al . 1970) and
Pecos Rivers (Weeks et al . 1987) .
Saltcedar water use is roughly equivalent to other riparian plants on a leaf
area basis : however, because leaf area is greater than native willows, groundwater use rates are higher on an areal basis than the natives (Sala et al . 1996) .
In one experiment in lysimeter tanks, saltcedar used 5 1 to 72 percent more,
water at 40 to 60 inches depth to water table than did seepwillow (I3accharis
sa/ici%n/ia) (Gatewood et al . 1950) . Willows and cottonwoods also are obligate,
rather than facultative, phreatophytes meaning they can only lose contact with
the water table temporarily and cannot use soilwater during such periods .
Saltcedar, being deeper rooted, can grow farther back lion the river and can
extract water from a deeper level than can cottonwood/willow stands, and thus
can occupy a larger area and use more water across the floodplain than would
be possible by the native phreatophytes . Under natural conditions, less dense
conununities of mesquites, quailbush or other mesic plants, which use less water Ihan .saltcedar
(S au
a l a ae t au
a 1 . •1996
.
Cj.vcll
cVcI-l y e •
Inn" .a • • a a,a,an ,a
liar,
a_
-' ' occupy these
-'
WOUICI
areas farther from the river.
Certain traits, including higher leaf area per unit sapwood area, tighter
stomata) control, and quick recovery after drought, give saltcedar a competitive
advantage over other riparian plants in naturally arid environments as well as in
systems where water tables or water availability are reduced by darns or groundwater pumping . Areas dominated by saltcedar become progressively more xeric over time as water tables are lowered (Brotherson and Field 1987), which
results in drying of springs in places as distant as Big Bend National Park, Texas
and the Coachella Valley, California (Barrows 1998) . As a consequence, native
moisture-dependant plants are displaced and surface desiccation inhibits gernmination of new plants, yet drought-tolerant saltcedar maintains or increases its
dominance . While seedlings of both saltcedar and the native species require
sustained mesic conditions in surface soils for establishment (Everitt 1980,
D'Antonio and Dudley 1997) and under such conditions young cottonwoods
withstand competition from saltcedar seedlings (Sher et al . in press), drought
tolerance may eventually override this short-term advantage in naturally variable environments .
.
Salinity
As its common name implies, saltcedar is a facultative halophyte able
to utilize saline groundwater and excrete the excess salts through leaf glands
(Hem 1967) . The brine then drips to the soil surface, or falls with the deciduous
leaves in autumn to create a saline soil/litter layer . This prevents some plants
from germinating or growing among saltcedars stands (Thonmson et al . 1969,
Shafroth et al . 1995), although other native plants found in intermittent desert
rivers (e .g ., Phn •h ca, Piosopis slip ., Hrllu'llnc le'n, Bac charis, Isocon,a) can
--I
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germinate at higher sale levels (D' Antonio and Dudley 1997) . Cottonwoods and
willows can tolerate salinity levels ot •o nly 1,500 to 2,(00 parts per million (ppm),
but saltcedar can grow at 18,000 to 36,000 ppnl ( .Jackson et al . 1990) . Saltcedar

regulation in regions with naturally saline soils also has resulted in increased

plants and, therefore, is capable of self-replacement in these salivated environ-

salinity, which favors saltcedar at the expense of' less tolerant cottonwood and
willows (Anderson 1995, Shafroth et al . 1995) . The natural spring floods leach
out these salts, but with the present reduction or absence of flooding the salts
continue to accumulate . Saltcedar then accelerates this salinization process by

incllls .

its own excretion of excess salts .

Risk offire . Wildfires are rare in native riparian plant cuuununities . Saltcedar
thickets, however, are highly flammable and burn more fi -equently and more

Long reaches of- several western rivers have been dredged and channelized
during the past 50 years to conserve water (Pacific Southwest Inter-agency

destructively than the native vegetation, especially as a result of the large quanlily of dry leaf litter that accumulates under the stands (Busch and Smith 1992) .

Committee 1966, Carothers 1977) . Channelization lowered water tables below
the level where shallow-rooted, riparian ohligale cottonwoods, willows,

Tamarisk-fueled fires have been observed throughout the Southwest . These

scepwillow baccharis, and other plants could reach the water, causing signil -icant mortality of these species . Maxununl depth to water table that will allow
the growth of healthy cottonwoods and willows is six feet, with a two-foot

does not favor saline conditions, it only tolerates them better than do most other

fires often kill all cottonwoods, damage other native vegetation, derll0IiSh wildlife breeding areas (Paxton et al . 1996), and destroy campsites, fences, etc .
(Ohniart et al . 1988, Busch and Smith 1992, J . Belnap personal conmmunication
1997) . However, saltceclar readily regrows from burned root stumps the next
year, and thus rapidly dominates an area after a fire (Minckley and Brown 1982,
Ohmart et al . 1988, Smith et al . 1998) .

human interference with hydrology and disturbance regimes .

Many of

annual fluctuation (Bureau of Reclamation 1995) . Diversion of water in streams
and pumping of groundwater, for both agricultural and Municipal use, also has
critically reduced water tables in many western areas . The large usage of •
water by saltcedar itself accelerates the lowering of water tables and to a deeper
level than is normal (Busch et al . 1992, Smith and Devitt 1996) . Stream incision

the changes that human activity has brought on the natural landscape have

and downcutting also lower water tables and are of' widespread occurrence

played a role iii fostering saltcedar invasion (Iiorton and Campbell 1974, I-lorton
1976, Everitt 1980, Stronlberg 1998) . The construction of large dams has changed
n g flood followcycle
cycle front it pattern Ofau highl, bric.,lF, .;pr1„~
tile natural hydrologic
ing the annual spring snow melt or heavy rainstorms, to a pattern of low floods
ing
that extend into the summer or fall, or of no floods . Cottonwoods have evolved

throughout the West, caused by floods but often exacerbated by livestock overgrazing (Chambers et al . 1998, Stronlberg 1998) . Another widespread water
conservation practice during the mid-I900s involved total removal of phreato-

with this natural cycle and produce seeds that germinate and establish on the
exposed mud banks as the natural spring floods recede . By the time the low,
anthropogenic summer floods recede, cottonwoods have ceased producing seeds
though saltcedar can establish whenever the floods recede (Everitt 1980,
Stromberg 1997) . Also, saltcedar establishes on the mudhanks, preempting
these potential cottonwood nursery sites and preventing cottonwood establishment even if the flood cycle is natural in following years . Likewise, major infes-

phytic vegetation (exotic and native) in Arizona and New Mexico (Pacific Southwest Enter-agency Committee 1966, Carothers 1977) . Every mile of riparian
habitat in Arizona was cleared or scheduled for clearing, and even the cottonwoods in the Verde Valley, Arizona were destroyed for flood control (Fox 1977) .
While these programs were halted by court injunctions in 1970 (Gilluly 1971),
the clearing gave saltcedar a further competitive advantage, and it then rapidly
regrew and gained dominance in many of these areas .

Invasions without human disturbance . Saltcedar invasion has not been re-

tations of saltcedar established after high waters declined in reservoirs or lakes

stricted to areas greatly altered by past human activities . Examples exist along
the Brazos River in Texas (Busby and Schuster 1971), the middle Gila River

(Turner 1974) .
Flood disturbance tends to cause greater mortality to juvenile saltcedar
than to native seedlings of several species, and frequent disturbance ( - :in keel)

(Turner 1974), the Colorado River in Canyonlands National Park, Utah (Thomas et al . 1989), the Virgin River, Nevada (Kasprzyk and Bryant 1989), tributary streams at Lake Mead NRA (Inglis ct al . 1997, Deuser 1997), (lie Mojave

invader densities acceptably low (D'Antonio et al . 1999, Stronlberg 1997) .
However, once established saltcedar is quite resistant to flood mortality and can

River at Afton Canyon (Egan 1997) and the San Miguel River in Colorado (B .
Richter personal communication : 1998) . It has established throughout the West
au remote springs, streams and washes with minor human influence and distant

experience extreme degrees of above-ground damage while still resprouting
from the deep taproot . Therefore, reduction in flood frequency and/or intensity,
or its nearelinlination below dams, has in many situations allowed the establishnlent, expansion and eventual dominance of saltceclar t Everitt 1998) . River
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front major regulated rivers, and sometimes thousands of' feet above grazed or
cultivated areas (Lovich and DeGouvenain 1998) . Along Coyote Creek in Anza13orrego State Park, California, saltceclar invaded a watershed in a designated
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wilderness area : thus, successful invasion occurred with minimal human disruption (D'Antonio and Dudley 1997) . Saltcedar apparently "displaces'' rather than
replaces'- native vegetation by taking advantage of natural openings, and the
weedy traits described earlier (small, easily dispersed seeds, long period of 1lowwring find seed-set 1-mid tiny I„ repox!nrtion to! r nee o f d ''c s n„ taho!
stresses, etc .) allow it to be an effective colonizer and competitor . The often
stated explanation that saltcedar only opportunistically occupies areas already
damaged by high soil salinity, low water tables, e tc . i s incomplete .
Lack ofnatural controls. Although established willows appear to inhibit growth
of saltcedar (J . Belnap personal communication : 1997), it is clear that competition from other plants is not a dependable mechanism for resisting saltcedar
expansion . Because few native insects feed more than occasionally or sporadically on saltcedar and cause it little damage, the lack of herbivore damage
further enhances the ability of this weed to compete with other vegetation
(DeLoach cl al . in press) . The insects seen at saltcedar flowers feed on nectar
and pollen and cause saltcedar little or no damage, while their herbivorous immature stages arc often t)roduced on nearby native vegetation and pray provide
an additional saltcedar advantage by damaging the native plants (and even b Y
providing the adult insects with an additional food supply!) . Except fur the
Apache cicada in the Grand Canyon (Stevens 1985), the only existing insect
that appears to have significant control potential is the introduced leafhopper,
Opsius stactogalus, and this only in confined spaces (Tracy and DeLoach
1998) . In fact, this insect may provide benefits to native wildlife as a food source
for several riparian birds (Yard 1996), including the willow flycatcher (C . Drost
personal communication in Tracy and DeLoach 1998) . Four other Eurasian,
saltcedar-specific arthropods also have been accidentally introduced but have
caused little or no damage .

Saitcedar Biological Control

The Biological Control Program

The lack of effective natural enemies of saltcedar in invaded ecosystems
of North America, unlike in Eurasia where the insects and plant pathogens
attack saltcedar, is almost certainly a major cause of' its domination of our
riparian plant communities . The biological control program we are undertaking
seeks to introduce those highly host-specific and most effective natural enemy
species into the United States . Saltcedar sometimes dominates areas in its
native range in the Old World, but seldom to the extent seen in the western
U .S . In the Old World, its populations are considerably suppressed by herbivory front many insect species (Kovalev 1995, (ierling and Kugler 1973, Habib
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and Hassan 1982, Zocchi 1971, DeLoach et al . in press), even though these
herbivores often arc attacked by their own parasitoids and predators . We nay
expect better control in the U .S . because these parasitoids and predators will
not he introduced . Successful cases ol'biolo`gical control ofenvironntental weeds
(over dozen in 11"-on ti. Mental I I .S ., M1011,,th ..,I() :,
J
many others iii
more than 50 countries) demonstrate that the introduction of one or a few
insects or plant pathogens can reduce an aggressive, dominant weed to a position of minor importance in the plant community (Huffaker and Kennett 1959,
McFadyen 1998) . Thus . hiocontrol is intended to make saltcedar act like a
good citizen" in the riparian comet uinity . Indeed, these efforts may even increase its beneficial value for wildlife by enhancing the insect assemblage associated with this otherwise relatively sterile host plant . Eradication is extremely unlikely, even if desirable to many resource managers and conservationists, except in cases where traditional methods are used to augment biological control .
Testing was initiated on some 20 species of insects in France, Israel,
'l'urkntcnistan, Kazakhstan and China . Seven of these have he en received into
quarantine in Temple, Texas for further testing, and testing has been completed
on three species : a lcafbeetle (Dior/uthcla elonguta) from central Asia and
China : a mealybug (Trabutina uumnipara) from Israel ; and a foliage-feeding
weevil (Coniatus Icunarisci) from France (DeLoach et al . 1996) . Extensive
host-range testing in Temple, Texas of adult feeding and survival, ovipositional
host-plant selection, and larval feeding, survival and development of'D . elongates
and C. tcnnarisci, and similar no-choice testing of nymphs and adults of T
mannipara, have demonstrated that these three candidate control insects are
highly restricted in host range to species of Tamari.r. The test results for D .
elongates and T mamtipara have already been critically reviewed by the APHIS
mufti-agency Technical Advisory Group for the Introduction ol'Biological Control Agents of Weeds, and by Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) . These agencies
have approved the experimental release of' D . elongates in six states (Texas,
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Nevada and California), and trials in large cages are
currently underway to establish that this insect will reproduce and survive under
field conditions .
Critiques of Biological Control

Recent critiques of the use of natural enemy introduction to control pest
plants primarily question the degree of specificity of host ranges, and the potential for specialist herbivores to "switch" to feeding on non-target plants of economic orenvironnmental concern (Simberlolhand Stiling 1996, Johnson and Stilin(l
1998, Louda et al . 1998, Civeyrcl and Simberloff 1996) . This opinion also was
expressed in regards to the saltcedar hiocontrol program by the Director of
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FWS Region 2, which includes Arizona and New Mexico (N . Kaufman per-

Rhiaoc_vllus . In fact, in a detailed study . non-target impacts of I?hinoc .vllus to

sonal communication : 1999) .

native thistles were concluded to have minor long-term ecological importance

An additional concern has arisen in the biological review of the status of

( .I . I Ierr unpublished (ata), validating Millerand Aplet's (1993) conclusion con-

the southwestern willow flycatcher that seems to he unique 10 tile SlltCcClar

cerning the risks of biological control that "a little knowledge is a dangerous

control prograun . Because some populations of this listed bird nest in substantial

thing ."

numbers in saltcedar, and possibly even prefer saltcedar for nest sites in sonic

Current testing methods are rigorous, with several levels of regulatory

situations (Sferra el al . 1997, McKernan and I3raden 1999), the FWS Willow

evaluation before an agent is approved for general release by the nwlti-agenev

Flycatcher Recovery Team is worried that biocontrol will work too well!

In

Technical Advisory Group . Saltcedar provides a good example of the stringent

other words, that saltcedar reduction will occur too rapidly for native vegetation

standards increasingly involved in testing and approving releases, with almost

to recover and compensate for the reduction in salicedar forests, particularly in

10 years of trials conducted in the countries of origin prior to any insects being

locations where site potential may he poor for native vegetation recovery (Ander-

brought into quarantine in the U .S ., as described above and witli more details by

son 1995) . This concern is serious, but we feel that it lacks consideration of

Tracy and DeLoach (1998) . Here, further host range tests were conducted

several important factors that render it unnecessary .

with 53 test plants from 22 families and with many agricultural plants in the
regions where control is desired (Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service

iVo(t-target Impacts

of Biological

Control Agents

1999), at this stage as much to assuage concerns of property owners as to

While the popular notion of hiocontrol gone awry concerns cases like the
cane load or mongoose introductions, which were wildly misguided actions with

increase confidence in agent specificity (Carruthers, unpuhlislhed data) .

Ant]

little bearing on the current controversy, legitimate concerns over feeding on

because initial testing indicated minor feeding but poor development on the related native halophyte (Frankenia johnslunii) we also are doing additional

non-target plants have spawned much re-evaluation of this technology (Louda

laboratory and field cage testing with all four species of Frankenia that are

ct al . 1998, McEvoy 1996) . The primary criticisms are that scientific analyses

found in the U .S ., even though such incidental feeding was originally docu-

ol'non-target impacts have not been sufficient prior to introductions taking place,

mented and APHIS and FWS approval was given afier balancing the expectations of minor non-target impact against the benefits of the program . No method

that monitoring has been inadequate to evaluate possible unintended impacts,
and that the low rate of success may not justify the risks inherent in application
of biological methods of weed control .
It is widely understood by those actively involved in the field that these
criticisms are excessive, often incorrect, and lack perspective . The success
rate of classical weed biocontrol is reasonably high, with estimate that nearly 30

of weed control is 100 percent risk-free ; we have to assess the risks and decide
accordingly, and we now have a high degree of confidence in the safety of this
program, particularly in light of the risks of continuing degradation of riparian
areas inherent in a "no action" response .
Many biocontrol workers even welcome the increased attention and skep-

percent of more than 725 releases worldwide achieved a level of "success" in

ticism brought by recent critiques, which serve to balance excessively rosy

controlling target species with relatively low project costs, long-term sustainability

expectations of biocontrol as the savior of' Nature, as well as to inject greater

of control, and few unintended impacts (Julien and Griffiths 1999, McFadyen

scientific rigor into the introduction process (McEvoy 1996) . Wildlife protection

1998) . This is an enviable benefit/cost ratio, despite the unfortunate difficulties

agencies, and the FWS particularly, generally and strongly support the use of

of field assessment . Biological control of weeds actually has an excellent his-

biological control as part of an integrated pest or weed management approach

tory in regard to non-target effects, with apparently only eight examples of

to control non-indigenous or invasive species that threaten protected wildlife

damage to non-target plans recorded worldwide (Julien and Griffith

habitat (U .S . Fish and Wildlife Service 199 .7) .

1999) . In

almost all these cases such incidental feeding was anticipated by host testing
prior to release . Thus, the science did not fail, but the decision was taken to
release those agents despite the test results (e .g ., the well-known case of

Biological Control and Southwestern Willow Flycatcher Habitat
The fact that the southwestern willow flycatcher is nesting extensively in

Rhinoc r/luv c •onicus on thistles) (Louda et al . 1998) . In today's more environnientally-aware society this weevil would he rejected in an early stage of as-

saltcedar in mid-elevational areas of Arizona, areas where willows have been

sessnicnt, but 30 years ago altitudes were different and all thistles, introduced

;grain . In other slates (California, Nevada . Colorado, New Mexico, Utah) it
nests entirely or almost entirely in native vegetation, bill special considerations

as well as native ones, were regarded as weeds so it was decided to release
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and precautions must he taken to minimize risks that saltcedar removal might
further reduce southwestern willow flycatcher populations where it is using

a lime when the plant is still actively producing leaf tissue (Gould 1999) . Thus,
saltcedar is able to recover substantially within the same season . Biological

saltcedar (U .S . Fish and Wildlife Service 1995) . Thus, by agreement with FWS

control is usually applied to herbaceous plants, and success is often achieved

all field research sites have been eliminated that are within 200 miles of such
habitats, anti none is in a watershed that brains into southwestern willow fly-

rapidly, over the course Of a few years in an infested site, and woody plants are

during the second and third years . Intensive monitoring will he done during this

less frequently targetted for such treatment (Julien and Gril'fiths 1999) . Natural
enemy introduction against Seshania pnnicea, an aggressive invader in southern Africa, has been reasonably successful but requires many years and multiple
insect species for substantial control to he achieved ( I-lolhman and Moran 1998),

period, and for some years thereafter, of( I) the effects of the control insects on

and that project provides a better model for comparison with the saltcedar project

saltcedar and of any possible attack on non-target plants, (2) rate of insect

[hat most of the herbaceous plant biocontrol projects conducted in this country.
Finally, observations in Asia of relatively healthy saltcedar stands in close prox-

catcher nesting areas . Releases would be made into secure field cages during
the first year (in progress) . After overwintering, the cages may be removed

dispersal in habitats with varying levels of • saltcedar infestation, (3) native vegetation recovery following saltcedarcontrol, and (4) wildlife recovery afler vegetation recovery (DeLoach and Gould 1998) . Nonetheless, the Recovery Team

imity to stands heavily defoliated by Uiorhahda suggest that herbivores are
patchy in distribution, and we expect to see the same behavior here . Our expec-

appears to be increasingly skeptical about continuation of the biological control

tations are that the most significant damage will he to seedlings and young plants

program at all . Are these concerns reasonable'?

which have not developed the stored reserves to recover from defoliation (and

Anticipated rate and extent of saltcedar control. Our expectation is that, 1
leaf, be etl e °
success ruy
! u ll y
tacaumw
n
w ua . n .,ua.a,a
rapid and that saltcedar control will he gradual over many years at a given site,
allowing time for the concurrent recovery of willows and other native plants
without loss of habitat for the southwestern willow flycatcher . The rate of
spread cannot he accurately predicted before any field releases have occurred,
but other similar-sized chrysomelid beetles such as Aphthona slip . (biocontrol
agents for leafy spurge) and Galerac •ella spp . (agents for purple loosestrife)

which are never used by willow flycatchers), which means (hat reproduction and
w ill he : .._ :bi teUr . . .r
will a)c 111111IJIR :
WMIC rtlatttre UCCS IIACIy W111 renlalll arid
decline slowly until aortality front disturbance and/or senescence .

spread relatively slowly, on the order of several tens of nieters per year (Animal
and Plant Health Inspection Service 1999) . Given the present 200-mile distances of the proposed release sites front southwestern willow flycatcher nesting areas, it is unlikely that beetles would even reach nesting areas for at least
10 to 20 years, and they may never reach there since the approved release sites
are separated from nesting areas by ecological barriers as well .

The slow rates of dispersal of the biocontrol agent and impact to target
plants means that, if site potentials are suitable for native vegetation to thrive,
then resource managers should have more than sufficient time to make plans
for facilitating ecosystem recovery, and desired plants will have ample time for
establishment as saltcedar is gradually declining . Some plants will likely remain,
but with their aggressiveness and competitive advantage reduced . In addition,
ecosystem changes resulting from saltcedar infestations (reduced water tables,
soil salinity, wildfires, etc .) should be concommitently reversed, to the benefit of
willow flycatchers and all others wildlife associated with riparian areas .
Potential for native vegetation recovery. The most critical concern for the
Flycatcher Recovery Team, and for the Saltcedar Biocontrol Program partici-

Based on impacts to host plants in quarantine, and on observations from

pants as well, is whether native vegetation will return after control is achieved,

regions of origin, we (optimistically) predict an ultimate 75 to 85 percent level of

or in sufficient amount and quality to provide satisfactory breeding habitat, es-

control after 10 or more years following establishment of Diorhahda in a par-

pecially in areas where water tables are too deep or soil salinity is too high .

ticular area (Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service 1999) . This slow rate

There is ample evidence that recovery can occur following traditional saltcedar

of' impact reflects several factors that may slow down the process . First, most

control work in some smaller rivers and desert springs, with attendant improve-

mature tree species are able to tolerate complete defoliation for one or more
years without being killed, and have reserves to recover each new growth sea-

ment for associated wildlife (Neill 1985, Inglis et al . 1996, Egan 1997, Denser
1997, Barrows 1998, T. Kennedy personal conurtunication : 1999) . These are

son . Saltcedar is particularly resilient to and tolerant of catastrophic damage

sites that have not been otherwise too heavily altered by human intervention

(from floods, fires, or pruning), so we anticipate that numerous seasons of se-

other than by saltcedar invasion, and return of surface water, reduction in salinity levels, etc . have been seen . Such sites represent a large proportion of west-

vere defoliation would be required to exert control to mature plants . In addition,
trial studies with Dior/rabda in North American environments indicate that it
completes two generations per year and then enters diapause in late stlmnler, at
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ern riparian areas and these often remote ecosystems continue to be invaded by
saltcedar.
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The problem areas are along major river systems that have experienced
greater alteration . It is thought by some that, while sallcedar may not be a
highly desirable plant, it is not so much an aggressive invader but in many areas,
simply an opportunist that is better adapted to colonize areas that have become
too dry and/or saline for survival of native vegetation (Stronlberg 1998, Anderson 1995, I :veritt 1998) . I fence, the native species have not been displaced, and
are unlikely to recover if sallcedar is reduced in abundance (R .D .
Malakoll 1999) . Proponents of this view often use examples from the lower
Colorado River valley but ignore contrary examples along other rivers and many
Tributaries and small streams . We are in complete agreement (hill one of the
most important actions that should be implemented ill southwestern river mrulagement is to return at least some elements of a natural hydrological regime that
may facilitate re-establishment of cottonwoods and other natural disturbanceassociated riparian taxa (Stromberg 1998, Graf 1999) .
However, the evidence that these species could not Survive, with or without active revegetation efforts, is not robust and needs more critical evaluation .
The lower Colorado is one of the most highly degraded major rivers in the
Southwest, and saltcedar now dominates large areas along it . Busch and Smith
(1995) experimentally cleared sallcedar thickets from around remnant willow
clumps, leaving control clumps uncleared . The following growing season, the
willows produced 80 percent more biomass where saltcedar was removed than
at the control plots . This demonstrated the potential for restoration even here,
where recovery is often deemed impossible . This test also demonstrated that
direct competition by saltcedar was a major factor in the suppression of willows
here, since depth to water table and soil salinity did not change during the experiment nor between control and treatment plots .
Manual revegetation . Several large-scale revegetation projects were carried
out along the lower Colorado during the late 1970s and early 1980s, mostly using
cottonwood poles but also using willows, mesquites and other plants (Pinkney
1992) . Techniques were not well-established, and mortality was high throughout (except for mesquite) due to planting methods and poor site selection (water
table depth, soil salinity) and failure to protect against livestock and wildlife
browsing, weeds and insect damage . Later, Briggs (1992) surveyed 27 revegetated sites in Arizona and found that 13 of the revegetation attempts were
successful and that at 10 sites natural revegetation was good . More recently,
the USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) Plant Materials
Center at Los Lunas, New Mexico developed manual revegetation methods
that produce 95 percent survival and continued growth of cottonwoods, willows
and othernative plants in riparian areas (Swenson and Mullins 1985, G . Fenchel
personal communication : 1999) . We are getting a lot better at this .
Site suilabt tv . Surveys conducted recently along the lower Colorado River
011111,11- 1
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recorded substantial areas where conditions for revegetation arc suitable . Anderson (1995) reported that in 28 percent of his samples depth to water tables and
salinity were suitable for cottonwoods and willows . Bureau of Reclamation
(1995) found that I O percent of the 18,762 acres of ntonotypic sallcedar stands
surveyed were suitable for cottonwoods, 45 percent for mesquites, and 45 percenl for quailbush-all valuable wildlife plants . 'I'cn percent of the present
ntonotypic sallcedar stands there totaled 4,446 acres, or a pproxintately the amount
of cottonwood/wiI low originally present . Sonic areas now stay be too saline, or
the water tables too low, for re-establishment and growth of cottonwoods and
willows (bu( probably not litr mesquite or quailbush), but these areas are smaller
than is often implied . The assertion that extensive areas, including much actual
or potential southwestern willow flycatcher habitat, are unsuitable for restoration to native vegetation has not been adequately documented . Control led flooding,
which prepares substrates, distributes seeds and dilutes salts, should he a component of promoting site suitability, especially in areas of high soil salinity .
Natural revegelation .%ollotviiig flood/' . During the floods of the mid-I980s,
large areas ol'saltccdar were washed Out along the lower Colorado (B . Solomon
personal communication : 1997) and middle Rio Grande, and certainly leached
Out some of the accumulated salts from the soils . Willows rapidly and naturally
colonized in these areas and soon grew to a size suitable for wildlife habitat and
remain so today, especially along the middle Rio Grande of New Mexico (D .
Alders personal communication : 1997) . The experimental flooding of the Grand
Canyon in 1996 also leached out accumulated salts but did not scour out much
saltcedar. The water table and salinity conditions there should be nearly ideal
now for willows and cottonwoods except for the renla ;ning direct competition
from saltcedar.
At the Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge on the Rio Grande of
central New Mexico, successful natural revegetation has been routinely obtained by flooding areas cleared by mechanical control, and allowing the waters
to recede just as cottonwoods are producing seeds ; this produces almost a monoculture of cottonwoods . Coyote willow also has revegetated naturally around
pond margins, and now form dense stands . The southwestern willow flycatcher
now nests in the willows, whereas it did not nest here before the saltcedar was
removed (1 . Taylor personal communication : 1996) . A 1Lrgc experiment ill
progress along streams in western Colorado to mimic the effects of the proposed biological control program through herbicidal applications and careful
monitoring of vegetation recovery is showing success (D . Gladwin personal
communication : 1999) . Both native vegetation and bird usage have recovered
%%ell along some Mojave streams after Saltcedar removal followed by both active or passive vegetation restoration (B . West personal communication : 1999) .
"Thus, we simply do not agree that vast areas now infested by saltcedar
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cannot he returned to habitats dominated by native riparian species, and believe
that it is imprudent policy to block the use of one of the most anticipated tools
(classical biological control) for promoting this reversal . At all present major
nesting sites of the southwestern willow flycatcher (with the possible exception
of the Salt River inflow of Roosevelt Lake, which will he lost anyway by scheduled clans renovation) water tables and soil salinity are well within the range for
growth of - healthy willow and cottonwood stands . In fact, willows presently are
growing at all these locations, and the lack of greater numbers of willows appears to us related to direct competition from saltcedar . Some areas in the
southwest U .S . probably have become too saline or too dry for willows and
cottonwoods but Ilycatchers are not presently nesting there .
1)o Southwestern Willow Flycatchers Really Benefit .from Saltcedar?
Flycatcher status and breeding habitat . Of the five subspecies of willow

flycatcher (E. trail/ii), only the southwestern subspecies, E.t. extimus, is endangered . It apparently overwinters in Central America (Koronkiewicz et al .
1998), but in the breeding area of southern Calfornia to New Mexico it is considered a cottonwood/willow obligate species (Rosenberg et al . 1992) . However, in mid-elevation areas of Arizona, southwestern willow flycatcher now
nests significantly in saltcedar since saitcedar has replaced its native nest trees
It sometimes even appears to prefer saltcedar to the native willows for nesting
(Sierra ct al . 1997, McKernan and Braden 1999) . It breeds in areas of dense
shrubs or small trees with a dense (90 to 95 percent) canopy cover and often
with a high upper canopy of cottonwoods, in moderate to broad Iloodplains
(Hunter et al . 1987) . The southwestern willow flycatcher usually nests within
100 meters of water in temporarily flooded areas, in branches overhanging water
or near water or over wet ground, and if the soil dries out it may not nest or may
abandon the nest . Narrow strips of trees only a few meters wide are not
suitable nesting habitat (Tibbitts et al . 1994, Sferra et al . 1997) . It nests in
willow in many areas, but at other major sites it nests in coast live oak, boxelder
maple or button hush, with a few nests in seepwillow haccharis or other native
shrubs (Hull and Parker 1995, Skaggs 1996, Whitfield, 1996, Greenwald 1998,
and others) .
Total population size has declined severely to around 550 territories at 62
sites, with only seven known populations of more than 20 territories, hut southwestern willow flycatchers still nest in most of its historic breeding range (R .
Marshall personal communication : 1996), with the important exception of apparent extirpations from the lower Colorado north to Topock Marsh, the lower
Gila to Roosevelt Lake and in western Texas (Sierra et al . 1997, Greenwald
1998, McKernan and Braden 1999) . Since the invasion of saltcedar, the southwestern willow flycatcher nests significantly in it in Arizona but not in other
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areas (Sierra et al . 1997), and it is generally absent where saltcedar has replaced the native riparian vegetation (Tihbitts et al . 1994) . Site fidelity by the
southwestern willow flycatcher is high (Paxton et al . 1977), which may be a
factor in tolerating sub-optimal habitat rather than abandoning a site .
A major population (-,!'about 23 pairs breeds in mixed willow/saltcedar
stands at the Tonto Creek inlet at Roosevelt Lake (southcentral Arizona), and
another roughly 20 pairs in monotypic saltcedar stands at the Salt River inletall nests were in saltcedar trees at both areas (Paradiick et al . 1999) . Another
population of circa . 20 pairs breed in Saltcedar at Topock Marsh on the lower
Colorado River near Needles, California (McKernan and 13raden 1999) . This
species appears to he opportunistic in selection of nest trees, basing choice on
high canopy density (generally greater than 90 percent) and suitable vertical
forked branching structure (Sierra et al . 1997, M . Sogge personal communication : 1997, DeLoach et al . in press) . It seems that saltcedar is providing a reasonably adequate alternate (habitat, but is it'?
Detrimental interactions with saltcedar . Loss and fragmentation of - native
breeding habitat is given as the primary cause for the decline in southwestern
willow flycatcher populations in nearly every discussion of the topic by flycatcher biologists (U .S . Fish and Wildlife Service 1995) . One of the most widespread and obvious changes in habitat is the replacement of the native willow/
cottonwood western riparian forests by invading saltcedar . During the past 60
to 70 years, saltcedar has increased to occupy half or nlore of the total vegetation on most southwestern streams and now exceeds 90 percent replacement
on many. The southwestern willow flycatcher population decline over time,
first noted by Phillips (1948), is correlated with the decline in native plant communities and increase in saltcedar over the same time period (Hunter et al .
1987, 1988, Rosenberg et al . 1991), although a causal relationship has not been
proven . The southwestern willow flycatcher continues to breed well and even
increase in several areas of native vegetation outside of Arizona, but populations have been extirpated from large ares of saltcedar-dominated habitat along
the lower Colorado and lower Gila Rivers) ; no nesting is reported in similar
areas outside the historic breeding range but on migration paths, like the Pecos
River of Texas and New Mexico (Cooper 1997) . For the most part, large
monotypic stands of saltcedar seem to be unsuitable habitat (Tihbitts et al . 1994),
perhaps in part due to the southwestern willow flycatcher's lack of preference
for the extensive drier riparian areas that saltcedar now occupies and helped to
create, or to the lack of critical food insects .
Nest parasitism by the brown-headed cowbird (Molothrus ater) is an
important mortality factor for southwestern willow flycatcher (Tibbitts et al .
1994), and there are indications that parasitism may he greater in saltcedardominated areas than in native stands . On the Pecos River, the ratio of cow-
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birds to other birds was three times higher in saltcellar than in native vegetation
types (Livingston and Schemnitz 1996) . McKernan and Braden (1999) re-

bees for nesting in numerous important sites . Observations even indicate that
breeding pails using saltcedar have nested more frequently in a single season

ported greater levels of cowbird parasitism in near monotypic Saltcedar at Topock
Marsh (6 of 21 nests) than in near monotypic willows at Pahranagat NWR (0 of
21 nests) . This may be owing to the less dense vegetative structure of the sub-

than those using native vegetation (McKernan and 13radcn 1999) . If so, we
are concerned that such information is heing interpreted as an indication of
breeding success . A closer examination of the data used to justify the

canopy nest sites compared with willows, and this may also make the nesting

''protection" of saltcedar as, in essence, critical habitat shows that saltcedar

birds more susceptible to predation (Sogge and Tibbitts 1994, McDonald et al .
1995) . Predators include common kingsnakes (Lamprape/lis ,r;ettdus), spotted
skunk (Spila,'ale grac •i lis), and rodents that feed by visual cues (Paradzick et
al . 1999, Greenwald 1998) ; 31 .5 percent of nests reported by Paradzick et al .
(1999) experienced predation .
It is suggested that lethal temperatures for eggs and nestlings in relation to
vegetation type may play a role in the extirpation of the southwestern willow
Ilycatcher in sonic low elevation sites where maximum temperatures regularly
exceed 43 degrees Celsius (109"F) (I hunter cl al . 1987, Rosenbe •g et al . 1991) .
Saltcedar thickets, coupled with the complete lack of a cottonwood overstory,
allow temperatures to frequently exceed the lethal level for bird eggs during the
summer. If the stone tal closure (Smith et al . 1998) during hot afternoons is

i nay be having a negative impact on current breeding, not simply having been
a factor in degrading native habitat in the first place .
During 1998, southwestern willow Ilycatcher surveys were conducted at
110 sites at 28 locations front the U .S ./Mexico border to southern Nevada
(McKernan and Braden 1999) . Although data were not completely transparent, comparing fledgling success per breeding female at four sites with connparable nesting data (Topock Marsh, Virgin River, Pahranagat NWR, Meadow
Valley), we (DcLoach cl al . in press) hound that pairs nesting in monotypic or
predominant saltcedar habitats produced a average of 0 .82 fledglings (n = 22
pairs) and those nesting in willows produced 1 .89 fledglings per pair (n = 19
pairs) . In otherwords, birds using willow .; had a reproductive fitness 2 .3 times
greater than those nesting in saltcedar! In Arizona, the most direct comparison

greater in saltcedar than in willows-then the consequent reduced transpiration

of nesting success was at Roosevelt Lake, between the Tonto Creek inflow

in saltcedar thickets would allow higher temperatures than in willows, comparisons that apparently have not been made . Anderson (1994) found that, in
s aI,tceedar/mesquite vegetation along the lower Colorado River, mean daily soil

(mixed vegetation but large saltcedar dominant) and the Salt River inflow (mo-

temperatures at the 10-centimeter depth were 2 to 5 degrees Celsius higher,
and maximum daily temperatures were up to 10 degrees Celsius higher, than in
a cottonwood/willow grove, presumably because of the greater amount of shade
in the cottonwood/willow grove .
Southwestern willow flycatcher populations are susceptible to elimination

notypic, large saltcedar) . Nesting success was greater at Tonto Creek every
c cJ4 t,o
,,3
year . 1 ;. o^
.,- .,~ r)
., 1997 (average I .per
fledglings
adult pair) than at the Salt
River inflow (average 0 .72 per pair), or 2 .0 times greater in mixed vegetation
than in monotypic saltcedar (data compiled by Greenwald 1998) . For reference, as direct comparisons between unrelated sites are not statistically valid
tests, nesting success in willows at higher elevation sites (mostly Geyer's wil-

small and tend to occur in small areas . The increased likelihood of fire is one of
the most serious threats to the southwestern willow flycatcher caused by

low, no saltcedar) was 2 .6 fledglings produced per pair in 1998, 1 .3 times that at
the lower elevation sites with moderate saltcedar (Paradzick et al . 1999) . In
California, nesting success in native vegetation varied from 0 .97 to 2 .0 fledglings per pair at two major sites without significant saltcedar (San Luis Rey and

saltcedar (Greenwald 1998) . Fires are rare in native riparian plant communities, but saitcedar stands burn relatively frequently (Agee 1988), and the driest
part of the year often is during the breeding season for these birds . In 1996,

South Fork Kern Rivers) from 1994 to 1997 ; the San Luis Rey system is, however, instead infested by another invader, Arunda dona .v . At eight sites along
the Rio Grande in New Mexico during 1996, 0 .57 fledglings per pair were pro-

large fires in saltcedar stands at the PZ Ranch on the lower San Pedro River

duced at three sites "dominated" by saltcedar, and 0 .33 per pair at four sites
with "some" saltcedar (data compiled by Greenwald 1998) .

by stochastic events like floods and fires especially since most populations are

burned 75 percent of the habitat and several active nests (Paxton et al . 1996) .
A fire in saltcedar at Topock Marsh on the lower Colorado in 1998 burned much

These data should be of great concern to wildlife managers, as reproduc-

habitat and may have burned some active nests, and fires at Mittry and Martinez

tive success provides the best indication of the potential for populations to re-

Lakes burned habitat with territories but no nests . The birds thus increase their
risk of breeding failure by choosing to nest in saltcedar .

bound or to continue a decline, and while lifetime reproductive fitness is harder

Individual breeding success. It is clear to all involved in this issue that the
southwestern willow flycatcher is actively choosing saltcedar over native
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to assess, annual reproduction of 'short-lived aninnals that is less (ham one replacement bird per year is probably not a good sign for a population .
It is likely that food availability will explain some of these dil'ferences .
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Early studies indicate that the willow flycatcher (E. traillii) fed mostly on wasps
and bees, beetles, flies and sometimes moths (including caterpillars) but not on
Homoptera, which includes leafhoppers and cicadas (Real 1912) . Saltcedar
supports a depauperate insect assemblage of exotic Opsius leafhoppers, numerous pollen and nectar feeders, and Apache cicada (Liesner 1971, Stevens
1985, Glinski and Ohniart 1984) . The southwestern willow flycatcher feeds to a
limited extent on Opsius leafhoppers but not on the Apache cicada, and caterpillars constituted 17 percent of the number of insects (23 percent by volume) in
the diet of nestlings and 6 percent of the adult diet (Drost et al . 1998) . Caterpillars (lepidoptera) are entirely absent from saltcedar . The diversity and abundance of insects is far greater on native riparian plants, and we believe that as
the percent composition of native plants declines, site potential for production ol'
a new generation of flycatchers will follow suit as a course of trophic and
metabolic fact . Yom, and Finch (1997) analyzed fat stores of willow flycatchers
(mostly E. t, extirnus) moving through the middle Rio Grande in New Mexico,
and almost half had no observable fat ; those caught in willow habitat had higher
t'1,11 SMICS 111a,11
h . 1IIVJ
.1
ht e l sew h e re ..nn,
1 ;ng ;t
tahoG, • aus
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.he resource-stressed birds . Paradzick et al . (1999) speculated that higher rainfall during the 1998 El Nino may have produced unusually high abundance of
food insects leading to increased nesting success and productivity . The region
has experienced abnormally high precipitation since the 1970s and is expected
to soon re-enter the drier period of a multi-decadal cycle (Zhang et al . 1997) ;
this does not bode well for the future of this bird unless management can increase the dominance of native vegetation and the biotic assemblage it supports .
Single-species Management in Endangered Ecosystems
This overview of issues related to the invasion of saltcedar into southwestern riparian ecosystems and its influences on native biodiversity is intended to
validate the efforts of individuals and organizations throughout the region to
control its expansion and reduce its dominance in our watersheds . The careful
introduction of natural enemies should be considered as a legitimate and useful
component of anintegrated pest management approach, including mechanical
and chemical control methods in appropriate locations . Biological control has
the potential to extend moderate control in a cost-effective manner into both
remote sites where access is difficult yet biodiversity values are high, as well as
in altered floodplain environments where the greatest saltcedar infestations are
found but which would be prohibitively expensive to control using traditional
methods . We encourage water and land managers to explore means of using
manipulated flow regimes in regulated waterways to promote conditions more
favorable to re-establishment of functional native riparian forests ((jraf 1999,

Gladwin and Roelle 1998), but this is not an easy endeavor (physically and
politically), nor is it sufficient to reverse the continuing spread of saltcedar in the
region . Nonetheless, many workers in this area agree that in the modern era a
different approach to water management and biodiversity protection must be
applied .
Will) that in mind, we also call for the re-evaluation of the goals and methods of endangered species professionals . The fact .that a species, or subspecies
in the case of the southwestern willow flycatcher, has declined to levels that
justify listing as "Endangered" suggests that the environments it inhabits are
seriously compromised, and we applaud the Flycatcher Recovery Team for an
exhaustive job of analyzing a wide and complex range of factors that are potentially responsible ; the most serious flaw to date, however, may he errors in
evaluating the perceived (and, in our opinion insignificant) risks posed to the
flycatcher by the introduction of biological control agents against Tamnarix spp .
That being said, increasing numbers of conservation scientists severely criticize
the concept and practice of - single-species management" that is the strict internretatton of th . ~n,
R d a.anger;.d
n,
_ .,_ .
u S, tp,~cies tALt,
WHICH puts an overriding locus on
efforts to "save" a single rare species, to the general exclusion of the simultaneous planning to protect co-occurring fauna and flora (e .g ., Pipkin 1996,
Slnlberloff 1998, Moyle 1995, Noss et al . 1997, Towns and Williams 1993) . Not
only does it potentially doom associated species to continuing decline if the
target species (southwestern willow flycatcher) is not a reliable indicator of
overall quality of the ecosystem (cf . Finch 1999), but in ecosystems as dynamic
as desert rivers and as subject to continuing invasion (as well as to fire and other
stochastic events), it is not rational because the ecosystem cannot be held constant until all questions are answered .
Biodiversity "triage" is not only a rational policy, in this case we strongly
feel thatno species will truly lose so that the term probably does not even apply .
Of the 50-plus T&E aquatic and riparian species found in the desert regions
infested by saltcedar, not a single one can be shown to benefit because of the
presence of this weed, and in fact there are both good reasons and often good
data to conclude that many would benefit from its reduction, and even eradication if that were possible . All of these species, including aquatic ones, should be
studied and managed together because they depend upon similar hydrological
regimes and environmental factors for sustained inhabitation . Many others are
declining regionally and globally, and their lack of legal status only means that
they haven't yet declined to the threshold where recovery becomes dramatically less probable. Even if the willow flycatcher nested as successfully in
saltcedar as it does in native vegetation (and the data show otherwise), this is
poor grounds for protecting a non-indigenous plant when the preponderance of
species both listed and unlisted sulfur from its continuing expansion . In fact, the
Tony
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rate of habitat loss due to this continuing invasion is far `greater than the rate at
which restoration is occurring, and delays in confronting this fact are misguided .

D .A . Jones, tech . coord ., Importance, preservation and management of
riparian habitat . USDA For . Serv ., GTR RM-43
. Fort Collins, Colorado .
Briggs, M .K . 1992 . An evaluation of riparian revcgctation efforts in Arizona .
M .S . thesis, Univ . of Arizona . Tucson .
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